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Issue:   Health   
Program   Name:   Associated   Press   News,   read   by   Notre   Dame   students   and   WSND   
community   announcers   
Aired   Monday-Friday   at   noon   and   5pm   
07/01/21   -   WASHINGTON   (AP)   —   President   Joe   Biden   has   come   up   well   short   on   his   goal   of   
delivering   80   million   doses   of   coronavirus   vaccine   to   the   rest   of   the   world   by   the   end   of   June.   
The   White   House   says   logistical   and   regulatory   hurdles   have   slowed   the   pace   of   U.S.   vaccine   
diplomacy.   The   Biden   administration   had   announced   that   about   50   countries   and   entities   would   
receive   a   share   of   the   excess   COVID-19   vaccine   doses.   But   an   Associated   Press   tally   shows   
the   U.S.   has   shipped   less   than   than   24   million   doses   to   10   recipient   countries.   The   White   House   
says   about   40   million   doses   are   expected   to   be   shipped   by   the   end   of   the   week.   
  

07/14/21   -   UNDATED   (AP)   —   COVID-19   deaths   and   cases   are   on   the   rise   again   globally   in   a   
dispiriting   setback   that   is   triggering   another   round   of   restrictions   and   dampening   hopes   for   an   
almost   normal   summer   of   fun.   The   World   Health   Organization   is   reporting   that   deaths   climbed   
last   week   after   nine   straight   weeks   of   decline.   It   recorded   more   than   55,000   deaths,   a   3%   
increase   from   the   week   before.   Cases   rose   last   week   by   10%   to   nearly   3   million.   
  

07/28/21   -   UNDATED   (AP)   —   The   effectiveness   of   the   Pfizer   vaccine   wanes   slightly   over   time   
but   it   remains   strongly   protective   for   at   least   six   months   after   the   second   dose,   according   to   
company   data.   The   findings   are   one   piece   of   evidence   U.S.   health   authorities   will   consider   if   
booster   doses   are   eventually   needed.   Pfizer   and   its   partner   BioNTech   indicated   they   plan   to   
seek   authorization   for   boosters.   The   data   comes   from   an   earlier   44,000-person   study,   showing   it   
is   highly   effective   in   the   first   few   months   after   immunization.   The   companies   have   tracked   those   
study   participants   for   six   months   and   counting.   Most   importantly,   protection   against   severe   
COVID-19   remains   very   high,   at   nearly   97%,   researchers   found.   Overall,   protection   against  
symptomatic   COVID-19   was   91%   over   the   six-month   period,   the   study   found.   

  
Issue:   Economy   
Program   Name:   PBS   Newshour   
Aired   Monday-Friday,   7-8pm   
07/09/21   -   Better   Business   
Jul   9,   2002   12:00   AM   EDT   
For   reaction   to   President   Bush's   speech   on   corporate   practices,   Gwen   Ifill   talks   with   Joseph   
Grundfest,   former   commissioner   at   the   Securities   and   Exchange   Commission;   Carolyn   Woo,   
dean   of   the   Mendoza   College   of   Business   at   the   University   of   Notre   Dame;   and   Damon   Silvers,   
associate   general   counsel   at   the   AFL-CIO.   
  
  



07/22/21   -   Market   Fears   
Jul   22,   2002   12:00   AM   EDT   
Gwen   Ifill   discusses   the   volatile   performance   of   the   stock   market   with   Terry   Savage,   a   personal   
finance   columnist   for   the   Chicago   Sun   Times   and   author   of   The   Savage   Truth   On   Money;   and   
David   Kotok,   president   of   Cumberland   Advisors,   a   money   management   firm   in   New   Jersey.   
  

07/30/21   -   Coping   With   the   Markets   
Jul   30,   2002   12:00   AM   EDT   
Paul   Solman   discusses   the   ups   and   downs   of   the   stock   market   with   some   individual   small   
investors   at   the   University   of   Denver's   Daniels   School   of   Business.   
  

Issue:   The   Environment   
Program   Name:   StarDate   
Aired   daily   at   noon   and   5pm   Monday-Friday   on   WSND-FM   
07/01/21   -   Night   Lights   
StarDate:   July   1,   2021   
Fireflies   are   among   the   more   pleasant   features   of   a   summer   evening.   Children   chase   them   
across   the   yard,   and   adults   just   enjoy   their   beautiful   flashes.   
But   our   own   nightlights   could   be   chasing   them   away.   Recent   work   has   found   that   artificial   lights   
can   interfere   with   the   flashes,   which   are   part   of   the   mating   ritual.   That   means   fewer   of   these   
twinkling   lights   for   future   generations   of   children   to   chase.   
  

07/18/21   -   John   Glenn   
StarDate:   July   18,   2021   
AUDIO:   Godspeed,   John   Glenn.   10,   ...   
On   the   morning   of   February   20th,   1962,   John   Glenn   became   an   American   icon.   
LAUNCH   CONTROL:   3,   2,   1,   zero.   GLENN:   Roger,   the   clock   is   operating.   We’re   under   way.   
Glenn   became   the   first   American   to   orbit   Earth.   He   circled   the   planet   three   times   aboard   his   tiny   
capsule,   Friendship   7.   Then   came   parades,   a   reception   at   the   White   House,   and   other   honors.   
  

07/28/21   -   Dangerous   Neighborhood   
StarDate:   July   28,   2021   
Our   closest   neighbor   star   is   a   bare   cosmic   ember.   It’s   much   lighter   and   smaller   than   the   Sun,   
and   less   than   one   ten-thousandth   as   bright.   Yet   the   star   produces   giant   explosions   that   are   
much   more   powerful   than   anything   ever   seen   from   the   Sun.   An   outburst   two   years   ago,   in   fact,   
was   the   brightest   from   any   star   at   some   wavelengths.   
Proxima   Centauri   is   just   four-and-quarter   light-years   away,   but   it’s   too   faint   to   see   without   a   
telescope.   
  

Issue:   Sports   
Program   Name:   With   a   Side   of   Knowledge   @withasideofpod   A   podcast   produced   at   Notre   
Dame   featuring   informal   conversations   with   scholars   and   makers   from   the   university   and   
elsewhere.   provost.nd.edu/podcast   



Airs   noon   every   Sunday   
07/11/21   -   On   Mosquito-Borne   Diseases   and   Spatial   Repellents—Nicole   Achee,   Notre   Dame   
Before   the   pandemic,   we   were   the   show   that   invited   scholars,   makers,   and   professionals   out   to   
brunch   for   informal   conversations   about   their   work,   and   we   look   forward   to   being   that   show   
again   one   day.   But   for   now,   we’re   recording   remotely   to   maintain   physical   distancing.   
  

07/18/21   -   On   Good   Science   and   Ignoring   the   Noise—Timothy   Caulfield,   University   of   Alberta   
Timothy   Caulfield   is   a   faculty   member   at   the   University   of   Alberta,   where   he   is   a   Canada   
Research   Chair   in   Health   Law   and   Policy,   a   professor   in   the   Faculty   of   Law   and   the   School   of   
Public   Health,   and   research   director   of   the   university’s   Health   Law   Institute.   
  

07/25/21   -   On   TV   Cooking   Competitions   and   Croquembouches—Sinaí   Vespie,   Chef   Sinaí   
Vespie   is   executive   pastry   chef   for   Campus   Dining   at   Notre   Dame—although   dessert   fans   
around   the   country   know   her   as   the   winner   of   season   6   of   the   Halloween   Baking   Championship,   
which   aired   this   past   fall   on   Food   Network.   
  

Issue:   Health   
Program   Name:   Associated   Press   News,   read   by   Notre   Dame   students   and   WSND   
community   announcers   
Aired   Monday-Friday   at   noon   and   5pm   
08/02/21   -   WASHINGTON   (AP)   —   The   White   House   says   that   the   Centers   for   Disease   Control   
and   Prevention   was   "unable   to   find   legal   authority   for   a   new,   targeted   eviction   moratorium."   It   
asks   that   states   and   local   governments   put   in   policies   to   keep   renters   in   their   homes.   Mass   
evictions   could   potentially   worsen   the   recent   spread   of   the   COVID-19   delta   variant.   Roughly   1.4   
million   households   told   the   Census   Bureau   they   could   "very   likely"   be   evicted   from   their   rentals   
in   the   next   two   months.   But   the   Biden   administration   says   it   is   unable   to   take   action.   But   it   also   
notes   that   state-level   efforts   to   stop   evictions   would   spare   a   third   of   the   country   from   evictions   
over   the   next   month.   
  

08/10/21   -   WASHINGTON   (AP)   —   Senior   Democratic   senators   are   introducing   legislation   that   
responds   to   the   ravages   of   COVID-19   in   nursing   homes.   The   bill   unveiled   Tuesday   from   a   group   
led   by   Sens.   Ron   Wyden   of   Oregon   and   Bob   Casey   of   Pennsylvania   aims   to   increase   nurse  
staffing,   improve   infection   control   and   bolster   inspections.   It's   part   of   a   broader   overhaul   of   
long-term   care   that's   just   getting   started.   Separately,   President   Joe   Biden   is   asking   Congress   for   
$400   billion   to   expand   home   and   community   based   alternatives   to   nursing   homes.   Nursing   
homes   and   long-term   care   facilities   house   a   tiny   proportion   of   the   U.S.   population   but   they're   
estimated   to   account   for   about   3   in   10   coronavirus   deaths.     
  

08/27/21   -   WASHINGTON   (AP)   —   The   U.S.   government   has   opened   a   mass   COVID-19   
vaccination   site   for   arriving   Afghans   near   Dulles   International   Airport,   where   thousands   fleeing   
the   Taliban   are   now   arriving   daily.   White   House   Press   Secretary   Jen   Psaki   on   Friday   confirmed   
that   the   site   has   begun   administering   vaccinations   to   the   Afghan   evacuees.   It   was   set   up   by   the   
Federal   Emergency   Management   Agency.   A   second   mass   vaccination   site   is   expected   to   open   



in   the   coming   days   for   evacuees   who   will   be   arriving   at   the   Philadelphia   International   Airport,   
according   to   a   senior   administration   official   who   was   not   authorized   to   comment   and   spoke   on   
the   condition   of   anonymity.   

  
Issue:   Politics   
Program   Name:   PBS   Newshour   
Aired   Monday-Friday,   7-8pm   
08/03/2021-Hill   Action   
Aug   3,   2001   12:00   AM   EDT   
Kwame   Holman   provides   a   synopsis   of   congressional   activity   before   the   coming   August   recess.   
  

08/15/2021-Inside   China   
Aug   15,   2001   12:00   AM   EDT   
Senators   Joseph   Biden   (D-DE)   and   Fred   Thompson   (R-TN)   discuss   their   recent   visit   to   China   
and   other   Asian   countries.   
  

08/28/2021-Dwindling   Dollars:   The   Shrinking   Surplus   
Aug   28,   2001   12:00   AM   EDT   
A   report   from   the   Congressional   Budget   Office   says   the   government   will   need   to   use   $9   billion   
from   the   Social   Security   surplus   to   cover   expenses   for   the   year   ending   Sept.30.   
  

Issue:   The   Environment   
Program   Name:   StarDate   
Aired   daily   at   noon   and   5pm   Monday-Friday   on   WSND-FM   
08/01/21   -   Saturn   at   Opposition   
StarDate:   August   1,   2021   
Saturn   is   at   its   best   for   the   entire   year   right   now.   The   second-largest   planet   in   the   solar   system   
rises   around   sunset   and   is   in   view   all   night.   And   it   shines   at   its   most   brilliant.   It   looks   like   a   bright   
golden   star.   It’s   low   in   the   southeast   as   night   falls,   arcs   across   the   south   during   the   night,   and   is   
in   the   southwest   at   first   light.   The   brighter   planet   Jupiter   follows   well   behind   it   —   getting   ready   to   
stage   its   best   display   in   a   few   weeks.   
  

08/13/21   -   Spiral   Arms   
StarDate:   August   13,   2021   
Spitzer   infrared   view   of   M31   
Hot   Spiral   
This   infrared   view,   captured   by   Spitzer   Space   Telescope,   clearly   outlines   the   spiral   arms   of   
Messier   31,   the   Andromeda   Galaxy.   The   arms   are   filled   with   infrared-emitting   gas   and   dust   that  
give   birth   to   new   stars.   Many   newborn   stars   in   the   arms   are   bright   and   massive,   so   they   help   
outline   a   galaxy's   spiral   arms.   [NASA/JPL-Caltech/K.   Gordon   (University   of   Arizona)]   
The   two   most   prominent   spiral   galaxies   in   the   night   sky   are   in   good   view   tonight   —   especially   
after   the   Moon   sets   in   late   evening.   The   Milky   Way   Galaxy   arcs   high   across   the   sky,   from   
teapot-shaped   Sagittarius   low   in   the   south,   to   the   Northern   Cross   high   overhead,   to   W-shaped   



Cassiopeia   in   the   northeast.   And   M31,   the   Andromeda   Galaxy,   is   to   the   lower   right   of   
Cassiopeia.   It   looks   like   a   tiny   cloud.   You   need   clear,   dark   skies   to   see   Andromeda   or   the   Milky   
Way.   
  

08/25/21   -   Martian   Summer   
StarDate:   August   25,   2021   
The   seasons   on   Mars   are   like   exaggerated   versions   of   those   on   Earth.   They   have   the   same   
cause:   their   planet’s   tilt   on   its   axis.   And   they   have   the   same   cadence:   summer   in   the   northern   
hemisphere   is   longer   than   summer   in   the   south.   But   they’re   a   whole   lot   longer.   
  

Today   marks   the   start   of   northern   summer   on   Mars.   It   will   last   183   Earth   days.   By   comparison,   
southern   summer   lasts   only   158   Earth   days.   
  

Issue:   Sports   
Program   Name:   With   a   Side   of   Knowledge   @withasideofpod   A   podcast   produced   at   Notre   
Dame   featuring   informal   conversations   with   scholars   and   makers   from   the   university   and   
elsewhere.   provost.nd.edu/podcast   
Airs   noon   every   Sunday   
08/08/21   -   On   Infrastructure   and   Engineering   Change—Trish   Culligan,   Notre   Dame   
Trish   Culligan   is   Matthew   H.   McCloskey   Dean   of   the   College   of   Engineering   at   Notre   Dame   and   
a   professor   in   the   University’s   Department   of   Civil   and   Environmental   Engineering   and   Earth   
Sciences.   Before   joining   the   Notre   Dame   faculty   this   past   August,   she   was   chair   and   Carleton   
Professor   of   Civil   Engineering   and   Engineering   Mechanics   at   Columbia   University.   
  

08/15/21   -   On   The   State   of   Science   (Part   1)—Holden   Thorp,   Science   Family   of   Journals   
This   is   a   special   episode   of   the   show   because   for   the   first   time   ever,   Ted,   our   normal   host,   isn’t   
hosting.   
He’d   ask   that   you   keep   your   applause   to   yourself.   
It’s   a   conversation   between   Holden   Thorp,   editor-in-chief   of   the   Science   family   of   journals,   and   
Marie   Lynn   Miranda,   a   professor   of   applied   and   computational   mathematics   and   statistics   at   
Notre   Dame,   the   University’s   Charles   and   Jill   Fischer   Provost—and   as   we’re   sure   she   tells   
people   all   the   time,   a   former   guest   on   this   podcast.   Holden   and   Marie   Lynn   spoke   as   part   of   a   
recent   online   series   at   Notre   Dame   called   The   State   of   Science.   This   is   a   condensed   version   of   
that   conversation,   which   was   recorded   on   Feb.   22   and   focused   on   “Building   the   COVID-19   
Knowledge   Base   in   Real   Time.”   
  

08/22/21   -   On   The   State   of   Science   (Part   2)—Holden   Thorp,   Science   Family   of   Journals   
For   the   second   episode   in   a   row,   we’re   turning   things   over   to   a   guest   host   for   a   conversation   
with   Holden   Thorp,   editor-in-chief   of   the   Science   family   of   journals.   
Talking   with   Holden   this   time   is   Suman   Datta,   who   is   Stinson   Professor   of   Nanotechnology   in   
Notre   Dame’s   Department   of   Electrical   Engineering   and   the   director   of   ASCENT,   a   
microelectronics   research   center   funded   by   the   Semiconductor   Research   Corporation   and   the   
Defense   Advanced   Research   Projects   Agency.   Holden   and   Suman   spoke   as   part   of   a   recent   



online   series   at   Notre   Dame   called   The   State   of   Science.   This   is   a   condensed   version   of   their   
conversation,   which   was   recorded   on   March   1   and   focused   on   the   future   of   scientific   
collaboration.   

  
Issue:   Politics   
Program   Name:   Associated   Press   News,   read   by   Notre   Dame   students   and   WSND   
community   announcers   
Aired   Monday-Friday   at   noon   and   5pm   
09/03/21   -   WASHINGTON   (AP)   —   President   Joe   Biden   has   signed   an   executive   order   directing   
the   FBI   to   declassify   documents   related   to   the   Sept.   11,   2001,   terrorist   attacks.   The   order   Friday   
is   a   supportive   gesture   to   victims'   families   who   have   long   sought   the   records   in   hopes   of   
implicating   the   Saudi   government.   Still,   the   practical   impact   of   the   executive   order   and   any   new   
documents   it   might   yield   was   not   immediately   clear.   Past   investigations   have   outlined   ties   
between   Saudi   nationals   and   some   of   the   airplane   hijackers,   but   have   not   established   that   the   
government   was   directly   involved.   
  

09/17/21   -   WASHINGTON   (AP)   —   The   Pentagon   has   retreated   from   its   defense   of   a   drone   
strike   that   killed   multiple   civilians   in   Afghanistan   last   month.   It   announced   Friday   that   an   internal   
review   revealed   that   only   civilians   were   killed   in   the   attack,   not   an   Islamic   State   extremist   as   first   
believed.   Marine   Gen.   Frank   McKenzie,   head   of   U.S.   Central   Command,   called   it   a   "tragic   
mistake."   For   days   after   the   Aug.   29   strike,   Pentagon   officials   asserted   that   it   had   been   
conducted   correctly.   News   organizations   later   raised   doubts,   reporting   that   the   driver   of   the   
targeted   vehicle   was   a   longtime   employee   at   an   American   humanitarian   organization   and   citing   
an   absence   of   evidence   to   support   the   Pentagon's   assertion   that   the   vehicle   contained   
explosives.   
  

09/30/21   -   WASHINGTON   (AP)   —   Congress   took   a   big   step   toward   avoiding   a   partial   federal   
shutdown   on   Thursday   when   the   Senate   passed   a   bill   to   keep   the   government   funded   through   
Dec.   3.   The   House   is   expected   to   soon   follow   suit.   The   votes   will   help   avert   one   crisis,   but   
efforts   to   stave   off   a   second   crisis   seem   likely   to   continue   for   the   next   couple   of   weeks   as   the   
two   parties   dig   in   on   a   dispute   over   how   to   raise   the   government's   borrowing   cap.   Treasury   
Secretary   Janet   Yellen   says   that   if   the   debt   limit   isn't   raised   by   Oct.   18,   the   United   States   
probably   will   face   a   financial   crisis   and   economic   recession.   

  
Issue:   Education   
Program   Name:   PBS   Newshour   
Aired   Monday-Friday,   7-8pm   
09/02/21   -   College   athletes   say   ability   to   profit   off   their   fame   has   been   a   ‘long   time   coming’   
Sep   2,   2021   6:30   PM   EDT  
The   college   football   season   gets   into   full   swing   this   weekend.   Players   are   returning   to   the   field  
for   what   they   hope   will   be   a   more   normal   year   after   a   COVID-plagued   2020   season.   But   there’s   
another   difference   for   student   athletes   this   year.   As   John   Yang   reports,   it   has   to   do   with   their   
financial   opportunities   off   the   field.   



  
09/10/21   -   Educators   reflect   on   the   significance   of   teaching   about   9/11   
Sep   10,   2021   6:30   PM   EDT   
For   their   first   assignment   of   the   school   year,   high   school   journalists   from   our   network   of   Student   
Reporting   Labs   asked   educators   in   their   schools   about   the   significance   of   teaching   9/11,   what   
the   events   meant   to   them,   and   why   it’s   important   to   study   the   history   before   and   after   that   day.   
  

09/29/21   -   Kansas   City   high   school.   Parents   say   they’ve   had   enough   
Education   Sep   29,   2021   12:16   PM   EDT   
KANSAS   CITY-   An   online   petition   to   reinstate   slavery   that   made   its   rounds   at   a   high   school   in   
Kansas   City   this   month   is   the   latest   in   a   series   of   incidents   sparking   outrage   from   parents   and   
students   who   say   race-related   controversies   at   the   school   are   an   all-too-common   occurence.   
  

Issue:   The   Environment   
Program   Name:   StarDate   
Aired   daily   at   noon   and   5pm   Monday-Friday   on   WSND-FM   
09/03/21   -   Sending   a   Message   
StarDate:   September   3,   2021   
If   anyone   in   the   star   system   47   Ursae   Majoris   happens   to   be   aiming   a   radio   telescope   at   Earth   
in   about   26   years,   they’ll   hear   a   concert   of   Theremin   music.   The   concert   was   beamed   toward   
the   system   20   years   ago   today   —   a   project   known   as   the   Teen-Age   Message.   
The   project   was   conceived   by   Alexander   Zaitsev,   a   top   radio   and   electronics   engineer   in   Russia.   
He   wanted   to   send   a   message   to   other   civilizations   that   combined   science   and   art.   So   the   
message   included   the   equivalent   of   an   ID   tone,   15   minutes   of   music,   and   a   series   of   images   
and   notes.   It   was   aimed   at   six   different   stars.   The   stars   and   the   music   were   selected   by   Russian   
teenagers.   
  

09/14/21   -   Neptune   Opposition   II   
StarDate:   September   14,   2021   
Earth’s   weather   is   powered   by   the   Sun,   which   bathes   our   planet   with   energy.   But   the   Sun’s   most   
remote   planet   powers   its   own   weather.   It   radiates   more   than   twice   as   much   energy   into   space   
as   it   receives   from   the   Sun.   That   creates   big   storms   and   the   fastest   winds   on   any   planet   in   the   
solar   system.   
Neptune   is   the   eighth   planet   from   the   Sun,   and   the   fourth-largest   planet   —   almost   four   times   
wider   than   Earth.   A   dollop   of   methane   in   its   upper   atmosphere   absorbs   red   light,   making   the   
planet   look   blue.   
  

09/28/21   -   Asteroids   
StarDate:   September   28,   2021   
A   century   ago,   astronomers   had   cataloged   a   thousand   asteroids   —   chunks   of   rock,   metal,   and   
ice   that   orbit   the   Sun.   Today,   they’ve   cataloged   more   than   a   million.   And   the   numbers   are   
growing   fast.   



There   are   a   couple   of   reasons   for   the   bonanza.   One   is   improved   technology   —   modern   
instruments   can   detect   objects   that   are   smaller   and   fainter   than   ever   before.   And   the   other   is   
that   astronomers   are   putting   more   effort   into   looking   for   asteroids.   
  

Issue:   Sports   
Program   Name:   With   a   Side   of   Knowledge   @withasideofpod   A   podcast   produced   at   Notre   
Dame   featuring   informal   conversations   with   scholars   and   makers   from   the   university   and   
elsewhere.   provost.nd.edu/podcast   
Airs   noon   every   Sunday   
09/12/21   -   On   Baseball   and   Critiquing   Things   You   Love—Katherine   Walden,   Notre   Dame   
Katherine   Walden   is   an   assistant   teaching   professor   of   American   studies   at   Notre   Dame   and   an   
affiliated   faculty   member   of   the   Notre   Dame   Technology   Ethics   Center.   Her   research   employs   
data   analysis,   visualization,   and   interactive   digital   mapping   to   illustrate   the   scale   and   scope   of   
Minor   League   Baseball   labor,   as   well   as   the   historical   forces   and   labor   structures   that   shape   
Minor   League   players’   working   conditions.   
  

09/19/21   -   On   3D   Printing   and   the   Rise   of   Industry   4.0—C.   Fred   Higgs   III,   Rice   University   
Fred   Higgs   is   John   and   Ann   Doerr   Professor   of   Mechanical   Engineering   at   Rice   University,   
where   he   is   also   vice   provost   for   academic   affairs   and   director   of   the   Rice   Center   for   
Engineering   Leadership.   A   past   winner   of   a   National   Science   Foundation   CAREER   Young   
Investigator   Award   and   a   fellow   of   the   American   Society   of   Mechanical   Engineers,   Fred   is   the   
founder   and   director   of   the   Particle   Flow   and   Tribology   Lab   at   Rice.   
  

09/26/21   -   On   Medicine,   Vietnam,   and   War   Stories—Mike   Collins,   M.D.   and   Author   
Mike   Collins   graduated   from   Notre   Dame   in   1971   and   spent   several   years   working   as   a   truck   
driver,   cab   driver,   construction   laborer,   dockworker,   and   freelance   journalist   before   pursuing   
medicine.   After   receiving   his   M.D.   from   Loyola   University   Chicago   Stritch   School   of   Medicine,   he   
spent   five   years   in   residency   at   the   Mayo   Clinic,   ultimately   serving   as   chief   resident   in   
orthopedic   surgery   and   embarking   on   a   surgical   career   that   has   spanned   several   decades.   
  


